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Value investing is dead. Or so, the

From your perspective, what’s the difference between

authors of a recent academic paper titled

the value factor and value investing as a philosophy?

“Explaining the Recent Failure of Value

Put simply, value investing means that you’re trying to buy

Investing” would have us believe. They

something for less than it’s worth. Most people would say,

claim value investing has detracted from

“that’s what every investor does.” This may be true, but most

returns for the past 30 years (with the

investors don’t really do detailed analyses to support their

obvious exception of the early 2000s).

belief of what a company is worth.

This paper joins the value-is-just-afactor bandwagon claiming that, “the

They may buy simply because the stock’s going up, because

value strategy had already lost its

they think the incremental news flows will improve, or

potency in the late 1980s and yielded

because they love the concept. This is buying based on

negative returns in the 1990s.”¹ Of

characteristics, which is one way to invest. For instance, I

course, many of these studies point to

could buy a company’s stock because I think it will grow by

book-to-market price data to determine

20%, or it has a high return on capital or a good management

what makes a “value stock.”

team, or because the products are good. But that doesn’t
mean it is a good value. Buying based on characteristics has

We assert that stock selection based on a

historically been a bad way to invest.

single metric is an overly simplistic
approach to investing – it is factor

What are some alternatives?

investing. The value factor, as

Well, there is buying based on momentum, which is a totally

introduced by Fama and French, is one

valid way to invest that’s been proven academically. This

of the two most prominent approaches

approach assumes that the things that have done well will

to value investing. The other approach

continue to do well.

made famous by Benjamin Graham takes
a more fulsome view of a company and

And there’s buying based on valuation, which is merely the

requires not only quantitative analysis

fundamental calculation of its present value. If future cash

but also fundamental research as well as

flows were already known, then there would be no question

the critical element of human judgment.

that you could calculate a company’s value and decide

In other words, value is not a factor; it is

whether it’s cheap or overpriced. So, if value investing means

a philosophy.

buying companies that are cheap based on their long-term
cash flows, then to say that “value is dead,” is absurd. That’s

We recently sat down with Rich Pzena to

like saying, “arithmetic is dead.”

discuss this topic.
If valuations are mere mathematical calculations,
then why do stocks get cheap?
Stocks generally get cheap for behavioral reasons, because
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one replicate that with a factor-based model?

don’t believe that the long-term investment case
remains intact. Or, there can be fear that

What do you say to people who believe that

something may go wrong in the future.

value investing is inherently risky?
Well, the original Fama-French study on price to

So how can you distinguish if a company’s

book (P/B) worked off the inherent assumption that

stock represents value?

markets are efficiently priced. For low P/B stocks to

There are some typical characteristics of

outperform high P/B stocks, there’s an implication

companies that become cheap. When a business

that those with lower valuations have some risk

hits a problem, the market doesn’t know if the issue

that hasn’t been identified. If risk is defined as

is permanent or temporary. So, the stock gets sold

stock price volatility, we would have to accept that

off because there’s discomfort in uncertainty.

value stocks may appear risky. But what if we
defined risk as the chance of losing money on an

As value investors, we accept that we may not

investment? By paying a low price for a stock that

know the full extent of the problem. But we can

already reflects uncertainty, an investor inherently

research a company, and the industry in which it

reduces risk. The reason people shy away from

operates, to understand what the business issues

companies that have declined in value is they don’t

are that we believe will skew the potential range of

like uncertainty. I don’t view that as a real risk. I’d

outcomes in our favor. The issues to consider vary

argue that the best investors gain comfort in

by industry or company: is there a long history of

uncertainty.

an established market position with high barriers to
entry? Perhaps management expanded the

Then isn’t this the argument for factor

business too rapidly, or hired too many people, or

investing and buying stocks at low

made an unreasonable acquisition. Or maybe a

valuations?

regulatory decision went against the company. It

Anybody in the world can create a low P/B or a low

could just be the economic cycle. These are all

price-to-earnings (P/E) portfolio. It doesn’t take any

examples of the things that value investors

skill. You can take a sophisticated quantitative

consider collectively.

model and combine multiple factors, which may
even be better than a single factor. Maybe they

The practice of value investing explores the range

are, but it’s certainly possible to find a value stock

of things that could happen if a company succeeds

that’s cheap and still trades at a high P/B or high

at restoring profitability to its former luster, the

P/E, or both.

upside case, with the possible downside if the
company fails. And what’s the most likely outcome.

As an investor, you simply cannot look at numbers

If there’s a big divergence between these two

in a vacuum. I mean, P/B is flawed for obvious

outcomes, then there’s potential value. How can

reasons; the book value is based on historical
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the stock was cheap.

true assets. Price to earnings is flawed because
earnings can be highly cyclical. Just because a

So, what you’re saying is that value investing

company’s earning something today doesn’t mean

is more nuanced than looking at a snapshot

it will earn that in the future. Similarly, price to

of a factor. A company like Google (Alphabet

sales is just a snapshot of the company’s sales and

today), with its proven ability to generate

doesn’t tell you anything about the margin structure

long-term earnings, could be considered

of the business or its future sales. So, none of

clearly cheap when priced at 12x earnings.

these things are value investing. They’re factor

Meanwhile, a business priced below book

investing.

value may still be overpriced. Is that
correct?

In the end, just because you can buy a buggy-whip

Of course. A factor model is merely a snapshot of a

business at a low P/B or at a low P/E, but it’s still

factor. It cannot replace human judgment or

probably a bad idea. And you could have bought

common sense. A good example would be buying a

Google at a high P/B when it was clearly cheap.

commodity company in the wake of the Chinadriven super cycle of the 2000s.

When was that?
About five years ago. Everything was going mobile,

Consider what happened with iron-ore miners, who

and Google was a purely desktop search engine

scrambled to add capacity when strong Chinese

with a fledgling mobile presence. Apple was flexing

demand led to skyrocketing iron-ore prices.

its muscles and knocked Google Maps off the

Throughout the 100-year history of the data, the

iPhone platform. Most people believed that either

real price of iron ore had been relatively stable,

Apple or the carrier (AT&T or Verizon) would

about $50 per ton. The cost to miners, too, had

control all the advertising revenue. Google had a

remained remarkably consistent at about $40 per

lot of cash and, net of its cash, traded down to just

ton; they typically pocketed a $10 profit margin.

over 12x current earnings for a business whose

However, with the iron-ore price jumping to $180 a

share of the market was something like 85% and

ton and the cost remaining at $40, miners’ profit

growing – in a world that was continuing to move

margins jumped to $140 per ton.

toward digital.2 Yes, mobile was becoming
increasingly important, but Google’s valuation

So, what did they do? They produced as much as

implied it would capture none of the mobile

they possibly could by expanding mines and

business or that the toll placed on it by Apple

getting more capacity on-line before the price fell.

would eat away at Google’s profits. And even if this
assessment was 100% correct, an analysis of

In a situation like that, it’s human nature to throw

Google’s share price versus its long-term ability to

away all long-term investing principles. Although it

generate earnings still would have concluded that

usually costs $100 a ton to build a mine, it’s
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suddenly going to cost $200 a ton because

If value investing means buying companies

everybody’s trying to develop at the same time

that are cheap based on their long-term cash

competing for the same engineering and labor and

flows, then to say that “value is dead,” is

everything else. But do they care about these

absurd. That’s like saying, “arithmetic is

added costs if they’re going to make $180 a ton

dead.”

and $140 profit margin?
We can see the appeal of using formulas to remove
In the middle of that kind of a cycle, greed

the emotional element from investing. It’s easy to

and optimism kick in, and people assume a

buy “cheap stocks” based on mathematical factors,

new paradigm has materialized.

but we argue that relying solely on quantitative

Yes, and the valuations get bid up as a result.

data can lead to erroneous conclusions and
crowded trades that eventually reverse. Factors

Eventually, the iron ore prices came down, and

cannot determine whether a business is priced

most of these stocks traded at less than book

irrationally or evaluate all the other qualitative

value. But remember that the miners were putting

features that come together to make a solid

new assets on the balance sheet at an inflated

investment. Finding value is so much more than

$200 per ton versus a history of closer to $100 a

buying “cheap stocks.” The key lies in judgment

ton. The book value of the new assets was twice

about the sustainable, long-term earnings power of

the long-term economic value of the assets. To

the business. As much as the quants try, they

someone deciding to buy the stocks based on

cannot use factors to replicate the benefits of

accounting book value, it looked like they were

human judgment informed by research.

trading at a significant discount. But if you step
back and ask if book value represents economic
value, you arrive at a very different investment
decision.
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FURTHER INFORMATION
This material is intended solely for informational purposes. The views expressed reflect the current views of Pzena Investment Management, LLC (“PIM”) as of the
date hereof (original interview was conducted in January 2020) and are subject to change. PIM does not undertake to advise you of any changes in the views
expressed herein. Past performance is not indicative of future results. All investments involve risk, including risk of total loss.
The specific portfolio securities discussed in this material are included for illustrative purposes only and were selected based on their ability to help you better
understand our investment process. They do not represent all of the securities purchased or sold by PIM during the period. There is no assurance that any securities
discussed herein remain in our portfolios at the time you receive this presentation or that securities sold have not been repurchased. PIM is a discretionary
investment manager and does not make “recommendations” to buy or sell any securities.
This document does not constitute a current or past recommendation, an offer, or solicitation of an offer to purchase any securities or provide investment advisory
services and should not be construed as such. The information contained herein is general in nature and does not constitute legal, tax, or investment advice. PIM
does not make any warranty, express or implied, as to the information’s accuracy or completeness. Prospective investors are encouraged to consult their own
professional advisers as to the implications of making an investment in any securities or investment advisory services.
For European Investors Only:This financial promotion is issued by Pzena Investment Management, Ltd. Pzena Investment Management, Ltd. is a limited company
registered in England and Wales with registered number 09380422, and its registered office is at 34-37 Liverpool Street, London EC2M 7PP, United Kingdom. Pzena
Investment Management, Ltd is an appointed representative of DMS Capital Solutions (UK) Limited and Mirabella Advisers LLP, which are authorised and regulated
by the Financial Conduct Authority. The Pzena documents are only made available to professional clients and eligible counterparties as defined by the FCA. The
value of your investment may go down as well as up, and you may not receive upon redemption the full amount of your original investment. The views and
statements contained herein are those of Pzena Investment Management, LLC and are based on internal research.
For Australia and New Zealand Investors Only:This document has been prepared and issued by Pzena Investment Management, LLC (ARBN 108 743 415), a
limited liability company (“PIM”). PIM is regulated by the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) under U.S. laws, which differ from Australian laws. PIM is
exempt from the requirement to hold an Australian financial services license in Australia in accordance with ASIC Corporations (Repeal and Transitional) Instrument
2016/396. PIM offers financial services in Australia to ‘wholesale clients’ only pursuant to that exemption. This document is not intended to be distributed or passed
on, directly or indirectly, to any other class of persons in Australia. In New Zealand, any offer is limited to ‘wholesale investors’ within the meaning of clause 3(2) of
Schedule 1 of the Financial Markets Conduct Act 2013 (‘FMCA’). This document is not to be treated as an offer, and is not capable of acceptance by, any person in
New Zealand who is not a Wholesale Investor.
For Jersey Investors Only:Consent under the Control of Borrowing (Jersey) Order 1958 (the “COBO” Order) has not been obtained for the circulation of this
document. Accordingly, the offer that is the subject of this document may only be made in Jersey where the offer is valid in the United Kingdom or Guernsey and is
circulated in Jersey only to persons similar to those to whom, and in a manner similar to that in which, it is for the time being circulated in the United Kingdom, or
Guernsey, as the case may be. The directors may, but are not obliged to, apply for such consent in the future. The services and/or products discussed herein are
only suitable for sophisticated investors who understand the risks involved. Neither Pzena Investment Management, Ltd. nor Pzena Investment Management, LLC
nor the activities of any functionary with regard to either Pzena Investment Management, Ltd. or Pzena Investment Management, LLC are subject to the provisions
of the Financial Services (Jersey) Law 1998.
© Pzena Investment Management, LLC, 2020. All rights reserved.
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